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he was reputed to be. There was only one problem: Katie despised all
wealthy men, especially those in the King family. He couldn't reveal
his feelings without coming clean about his last name. But if he kept
this secret, it might cost him…everything.

Million Dollar Road Harlequin
All Kiera Blackhawk wanted was to learn the truth about her
heritage. She hadn't counted on falling, and falling hard, for
her compelling new boss, Sam Prescott. His touch ignited her body
and his ever-watchful gaze was almost able to pierce through the
A Whisper Of Wanting Harlequin
Like a man possessed, Dylan Trueno had searched for—and finally found—Julia Alcott, the one woman he could not secrets she was desperate to keep. Kiera could not submit to the
forget. Though they were practically strangers, he vowed to brand her as his own…even if it meant preserving a secret hotel magnate's powerful seduction. For what would Sam—whose
that could destroy their very souls. How to resist such an uncompromisingly sexy man? Julia had fought so long to
loyalty lay with the very family she might destroy—do when he
keep her identity, how could she allow herself to be swept into Dylan's conflicting world where secrets, scandals and
discovered that she'd been lying to him about everything?
the sensual danger of becoming his wife awaited her?

His Billion Dollar Secret Baby Mills & Boon

Valentino's Love-Child & Innocent Secretary...Accidentally Pregnant Harlequin / SB
From Erich Segal comes an unforgettable story of love: the drama of a
Creative
father and the son he never knew . . . and a marriage that must stand
classics classics classics classics Seduced under the Sicilian sun… Valentino's Lovethe greatest test of all. Bob and Sheila Beckwith had everything:
Child Their relationship is scorching and its intensity is unmatched… Only love can never rewarding careers, two wonderful daughters, and a perfect marriage . .
be mentioned. But Valentino Grisafi's stunning, intriguing American lover is testing his
. almost perfect. For what Sheila didn’t know was that Bob has once
resolve. He said he'd never marry again. His principles won't allow it. The one person to been unfaithful—only once, ten years ago during a business trip to
France. What Bob didn’t know was that his brief affair produced a son.
tame the untamable Valentino is the woman now carrying his child… Innocent
Secretary…Accidentally Pregnant Plain Emma Stephenson doesn't look like a tycoon's Now a tragic accident—and one fateful phone call—will change Bob and
assistant, but for playboy Luca D'Amato, breaking through her no-nonsense attitude is Sheila’s life forever. . . .
Love Child Harlequin
his favorite new game. Emma thought all they'd be sharing was an office—not a bed!
Powerful tycoon Alexei Constantin has only one thing in
Now he's offering her a promotion, and she's trying to find the words to tell him…she's
mind—destroying the Hawkwood empire! But Alexei doesn't realize
pregnant!
he's just shared a passionate kiss with Eve Hawkwood, the
Revenge Of The Second Son DatAsia Inc
From inside her cubicle walls, Holly Christmas had secretly pined for Connor Knight, craving just one beautiful daughter of his bitter rival! Blackmail! Alexei wants
evening of incendiary passion with the elusive millionaire. So when Connor sought a few hours of solace Eve. He'll propose a night in his bed in return for money…he'll
push her to see just how far she'll go…. And if she proves her
in his virgin secretary's arms, she readily succumbed. Then, a few weeks after their clandestine
encounter, Holly received a surprising late Christmas gift: she was pregnant. Connor quickly offered to innocence, he'll claim her!
take care of her, but Holly knew her scandalous past would never allow her to accept his proposal…not
even for the sake of their baby.
The Million Dollar Machine - Life Skills Enrichment Program - Grades 4-6 Silhouette
The man with the money... Evan Lawford is the last person in the world ballerina Olivia Madison wants to ask
for financial support – the humiliation of their last encounter has haunted her for years! He might be the one
who got away, but for the sake of her art she’ll plaster on a smile – and a killer dress – and play nice...

The Million Dollar Divorce Silhouette
RM Johnson, the Essence bestselling author of Dating Games and The
Harris Family, delivers an absorbing and provocative novel about the
lowdown schemes and broken dreams that follow a fractured marriage.
Successful business entrepreneur Nate Kenny is thrilled to marry the
beautiful and intelligent Monica, chiefly because it means he can at
last fulfill his lifelong dream of having a family. They wait to try
for three years and when they finally do, the couple discovers that
she is unable to bear children. Any love he once felt for Monica is
gone and Nate wants out of the marriage. But he’s worried about losing
half of his sixty-million-dollar fortune in a divorce settlement.
Desperate for an out, he searches for a way to exploit the infidelity
clause in the couple’s prenuptial agreement. Enter Lewis Waters. With
his baby's mother addicted to drugs, Lewis is already seriously down
on his luck when he accidentally smashes his car into Nate’s Bentley.
Without auto insurance or any way to pay for the repairs, Lewis is at
the end of his financial rope. But the scheming Nate sees another way
for the attractive young man to repay his debt: as sexual bait for
Monica. Nate sets up Lewis with all of the accessories he believes
Lewis will need to earn Monica's love, or at the very least, her lust:
a big house, a fancy car, expensive clothes, and a full bank account.
But as is often the case when it comes to matters of the heart, things
don’t unfold according to plan. When Monica falls hard for Lewis, Nate
panics—was protecting his fortune more important than trying to save
his marriage? As he finds himself overwhelmed by second thoughts, Nate
is willing to do anything to get Monica back. An inspired fusion of
realism and romance, The Million Dollar Divorce is an unpredictable
caper of lust, betrayal, and family ties.

The Black Culture Industry Simon and Schuster
Two lovers, one from the a wealthy Newport family, the other
residing in the poorer section of town inhabited mostly by
domestic servants, struggle to keep their illicit relationship a
secret. Original.

Million-dollar Love-child Harlequin / SB Creative
Veterinarian Meg Becker has found the perfect man--online. Newspaper
columnist Alex Rosten is funny, sexy--and only a mouse click away day or
night. He's exactly what vulnerable Meg needs in her too-frantic life.
Never mind that the safest sex is typing from the heart.... Alex wants to
take their relationship to the next level--meet face-to-face. A romantic at
heart, he sends Meg a ticket to a gorgeous tropical island--a place that
has starred in the nighttime fantasies of both. The cybersex has been
great. But Alex is convinced you can't beat the touch and taste of the real
thing. Yet what happens in the next twenty-four hours might just leave them
both at a loss for words....
At the Sheikh's Command Bantam
A Virgin For A Vow - Melanie Milburne London's top relationship columnist,
Abby Hart can't tell anyone her biggest secret: not only is her perfect
fiancé entirely fictional, she is also utterly untouched. Invited to attend
a prestigious charity ball with her 'husband-to-be', she throws herself
upon the mercy of brooding millionaire Luke Shelverton. After his own
engagement ended tragically, Luke is reluctant to take credit for Abby's
diamond ring. To protect her reputation, he agrees to a convenient
arrangement...except Abby's effervescence kindles a fire he's tempted to
indulge! And uncovering her innocence compels Luke to initiate his
temporary fiancée into all the sinful delights of the bridal bed! MillionDollar Love-Child - Sarah Morgan Kimberley Townsend's little boy is in
danger, and the only person who can help is his father, Brazilian
billionaire Luc Santoro. Luc doesn't know his son even exists, and believes
Kimberley to be a lying gold digger. However, he's prepared to give her the
money - provided she sleeps with him. Only Kimberley's no longer the naive
virgin he bedded years ago...and she's about to make him lose control in
ways he never imagined... Blackmailed Down The Aisle - Lousie Fuller Out-ofwork actress Daisy Maddox would do anything for her brother - even sneak
into a sleek New York office to return the watch he stole from billionaire
Rollo Fleming. When Rollo catches her red-handed, Daisy is completely at
his mercy. But Rollo needs a wife to seal a deal, and events take a wild
turn - he demands Daisy become his temporary wife! Swept into Rollo's
world, Daisy's caught in an intense tangle of emotions. And with every
searing kiss, Daisy's guard melts, as she discovers there are unexpected,
pleasurable advantages to being blackmailed down the aisle...

Million-Dollar Throw Harlequin / SB Creative
Sasha walked away from handsome millionaire Gabriel Cabrini to
marry someone else—and he has never forgiven her. Now widowed,
Sasha is shocked when Gabriel is named as heir to her late
husband's wealth and guardian to her two young sons. She's
Purchased For Revenge Harlequin
completely in his power! Sasha will not surrender, no matter how
Mistress to the billionaire doctor…accidentally pregnant with his baby Six
months of bliss with gorgeous, high-flying pediatric surgeon Nikos Mariakos persuasive Gabriel might be. There is far too much at
leaves children's nurse Ella head over heels in love…until Nikos
stake…especially the one thing that he must never know….
unexpectedly ends the relationship. Later that same day, Ella's pregnancy
test turns positive, and it is only then that Ella discovers—from a
celebrity magazine—that the father of her baby is a billionaire! When he
learns Ella is expecting his child, everything changes for Nikos. This rich
Greek playboy is back on the children's ward, and back in Ella's life.
Nikos is determined to be a full-time dad, and taking Ella as his
convenient wife seems the only solution.

Blackhawk's Betrayal Harlequin
As penance for losing a bet, Rafe King had promised to work one job as
an everyday carpenter. And that's when he hit the jackpot—an
introduction to Katie Charles. With every word, every touch, the
sweet, sexy lady made Rafe feel like more than the cold-hearted tycoon

Southern Planter Harlequin
Abbie Cavanaugh's brother is in jail. Abbie can obtain his freedom—but
only if she marries the Sheikh of Barakhara. The explosive passion
between Prince Malik and Abbie could turn a marriage of convenience
into one of Eastern promise. But neither Abbie nor Malik knows the
other's real identity. Can their marriage survive once the truth is
revealed?
The Morning-After Proposal Harlequin
The Million Dollar Machine (MDM) is a life skills enrichment program for
all children in Grades K-6. This award-winning teaching system enables
educators, mentors and parents to give their children the knowledge and
motivation they need to achieve their personal best in life. With this easy-
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to-use lesson collection, children will immediately begin benefiting from
these classroom-proven activities that shape a wide variety of essential
personal, social, cognitive and environmental skills. MDM's health and
decision-making skills also protect children from drug use and other risky
behaviors; a key benefit that earned this program a Presidential Award at
the White House. This new edition includes the entire nationally tested
lesson collection, validated by 5 scientific studies, with more than 600
integrated activities and discussion topics, 80 interactive parent/child
worksheets, vocabulary and complete use guidelines. Teachers, mentors and
parents praise the age-appropriate MDM lessons because they are effective,
economical and easy to use in the classroom and at home. Children love MDM
because it makes learning fun!

Copywriting Secrets Of Million Dollar Marketers Revealed HarperCollins
UK
Princess Melissa Considine of Illyria is instantly captivated by
billionaire Hawke Kennedy. She throws caution to the winds and lets
Hawke teach her how to love…and be loved. But Melissa is virginal and
innocent. How can she handle a man of the world like Hawke? And she's
been brought up to put duty before love. But to leave Hawke's bed is
to leave his life—what should she do?

Bargain with the Billionaire Collection Harlequin
?A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!?While
struggling to come up with college tuition for her brother,
Audrey overhears a conversation?Vincenzo Tomasi, who became the
CEO of an international bank at a young age, is now looking for a
mother figure to take care of his niece and nephew. If it allows
her brother to go to college, Audrey decides she wouldn’t mind
dedicating her life to the children. But in the interview, Tomasi
informs her that her duties will include being his wife as well
as a mother to the children!
The Playboy Boss's Chosen Bride Harlequin
Gabriella Ramos-Viera fell for Dante Orsini and ended up pregnant with no
where to go but back home. Dante sets his sights on a huge Brazilian ranch
only to discover that Gabriella is the one who is to inherit the ranch.
When Dante meets Gabriella again he wonders where the New York career woman
he once knew is and who is the dark-haired little boy who calls her Mommy?
The Boss's Christmas Seduction Harlequin / SB Creative
Living in an old trailer and longing for freedom while tending an albino
alligator on the world's largest alligator farm, eighteen-year-old Lireinne
resists the advances of her powerful boss.
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